
Mud Motor Bearing

Multi-Stage cylindrical roller thrust bearings-T4AR1858

Tandem Bearings T4AR1858
Size（mm）
d M4CT1858
D 18
H 58
Loading（KN）
Ca 101
Coa 177.1
Weight(Kg) 727.5

Tandem Thrust bearings are also known as “Multi-Stage cylindrical
roller thrust bearings” . 

Tandem Thrust bearings are comprised of "stages" which include
precision ground and matched thrust plates. These bearings also
include compression sleeves separated by cylindrical roller
assemblies. This design enables the Tandem Thrust bearings to
provide a solution in a radial restricted envelope. The bearings are
available in multiple stages, 2-8 to accommodate your design
requirements. Depending on your preference, these bearings are
available in a wide variety of sizes and options.

TandemThrust Bearings can receive heavy load in a limited space and
support firmly in the direction of axis and last long with low frictional
power. In addition, these bearings are moved by oil lubrication. Also
thesetandem thrust bearings are used principally in gear boxes for
single & twin screw extruders in the rubber and plastic industries.

1.Multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing (basic type) adopts
elastic spacer to connect the shaft washer,housing washer, roller and
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cage assembly.

The components of this Thrust Bearings are demountable. The user
should assemble or dismount the bearing meticulously according to
numeral order we provide.

2. Multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing (shaft type) is made by
penetrating an axis through theinner bore of basic type multi-stage
cylindrical roller thrust bearing and fastening the bearing to the axis
by locking collar. The components of this type of cylindrical roller
thrust bearing are inseparable.

3. Multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing (sleeve type) locking
collar is made by covering a sleeveto the external of the basic type
multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing.It is also inseparable,and is
assembled and disassembled as a whole.

Multi-Stage cylindrical roller thrust bearings(Tandem bearings) has
the characteristics of limited radial space, high axial forces, equal
support of all the rows of rollers and long operating life, and is the
ideal spindle of parallel screw extruder.

The tandem bearings provided by our institute has the following
types: double rows, three rows, four rows, five rows, six rows and
eight rows, we also provided bearings with shaft and sleeve barrel.
Customers can have their own selections according to center distance
of screws, space and load (Figure 1~3). We also accept the orders of
other dimensions.

Application of tandem bearings

When using  tandem bearings, the following recommendations should
be adhered to:

1. Preload: 1% of the dynamic basic load rating. The dynamic basic
load rating of each tandem bearing see Figure 1~3. Figures not listed
will be provided by out institute on request.

2. Radial guidance: full complement cylindrical roller bearings or
needle roller bearings can be used.

3. Eliminate tilting: the supporting parts must be machined to
eliminate any tilting.
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4. Mounting tolerances:  recommended the following mounting
tolerances: shaft f6 and housing bore F7.

5. Lubrication: tandem bearings must always be lubricated by oil
circulation (Figure 4)

1.Multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing (basic type) adopts
elastic spacer to connect the shaftwasher,housing washer, roller and
cage assembly.

The components of this Thrust Bearings are demountable. The user
should assemble or dismountthe bearing meticulously according to
numeral order we provide.

2. Multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing (shaft type) is made by
penetrating an axis through theinner bore of basic type multi-stage
cylindrical roller thrust bearing and fastening the bearing to theaxis
by locking collar.The components of this type of cylindrical roller
thrust bearing are inseparable.

3. Multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing (sleeve type) locking
collar is made by covering a sleeveto the external of the basic type
multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing.It is also inseparable,and is
assembled and disassembled as a whole.

Shaft type:This type is another structure derived from the basic type.
A shaft is put through the bore of the basic type. The bearing is fixed
onto the shaft by some elastic snap ring. This type is not separable
and must be mounted as a whole. 

The following points must be observed when using  tandem
thrust bearings.

(1)Preload: 1% of rated dynamic load should be put on the bearings
first.please refer to the following Fig1~3 for the rated dynamic load
for each type.For those not listed in the figs, please contact  technical
service .

(2)Radial guidance:Full complement cylindrical roller bearings or
needle roller bearings can be used.

(3)Slop avoiding:The supporting parts must be machined to avoid any
slop.

(4)Mounting tolerance:For proper using of  tandem thrust bearings,we
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recommend the following mounting tolerance:shaft f6 and bore F7.

(5)Lubricant:Tandem thrust bearings must be lubricated by rare oil
regularly.

(6)Mounting:When mounting or dismantling the bearings, it is
prohibited to use hammer or other heavy tools to knock on the
bearing parts.

(7)Application examples:

As the tandem thrust bearings have the characteristics of limiting
radial cross section, excellent axial loading capacity, long working life
and low friction loss, they have been successfully used in the
reduction gearbox for the parallel twin screw extruder in the plastic
and rubber industry. Tandem thrust bearings are highly
recommended to be used in other machines and equipment.

The locking collar is made by covering a sleeve to the external of the
basic type multi-stage cylindrical roller thrust bearing. It is also
inseparable, and is assembled and disassembled as a whole. So it is
convenient to mount the bearing to the housing when it is used.

Applications:

a．Twin screw extruder

b．Pipe laying machines

c．Deep hole drilling

d．Oil pressing machine

Please feel free contact with for more technical
support!

Normal type
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Sleeve type

Shaft type
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